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ordinary gas pipe, about three quarters of an inch in

; 
ions of Robertson, rushed to the forward part of the boat. I ing from all quarters. Their shipment last year, as given in 

diameter, and is rigidly attached to the cylindrical cistern Morris had been sitting on the stern seat, and narrowly the Raleigh News, amounted to 1,800,000 pounds. The col
or cup. The upper end of this tube fits into a piece of escaped the bite of the infuriated fish. Robertson tore up lectors are largely Cherokees. 
bronze, into which a glass tube, three quarters of an inch in one of the seats, with which the little craft was fitted, and _ , • I .. 
diameter and about four feet high, is securely cemented. used it effectively on the hard black snouts of more than N e_ Polarizing Prism. 
This tube terminates in a cup inclosing a rubber packing. one of tbe sharks. Tbe breeze filled the sails and carried M. � Crova commends, for photometric· purposes, in the Graduated scales provided with indicators are placed at each the boat steadily through the danger. Not until Bay Cliff 

Journal de Phygique, M. Prazmowski's polarizer, which is a 
side of the glass tube, the one ou the left side indicating the was reached did the boat get clear of its pursuers. 
inches and tenths of inches, and the right-hand scale shows .. , ••.. 

Nicol, with faces normal to the axis of a prism, the two 
halves of which are joined with linseed oil. It requires large 

the equivalent measure of a corresponding column of mer- Pahn FossHs in ('A)lorado. 
. pieces of spar, and the joining is long and difficult, but there 

cury. The scales are attached to an oaken plank, which is Mr. E. Johnson, the ex�ressma�, broug.ht mto
. 
the Gazette are severaL advantages. Thus the layer of oil (unlike Canada fastened to the wall of one of the upper stories of the obser· office recently some very mterestmg fossils, which he had balsam) causes h dl 1· f r ht··t . d 1'485 b . 

vatory, and the large tube passes down to a room situated just discovered. In speaking of his discovery he said: "A I l It t
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near y equa 0 e ex raor marv m ex 0 spar, e po anze twenty-sIx eet nine inches lower. The glycerine in the ba- year ago my son reported that he had found upon the bluffs fi ld . 11 't d Id ' • N' l' h th I . . . .  . e 18 ml e gn one s e, as m ICO s, w ere e tota re-rometer is colored with aniline red. Before putting the gly- northeast of the town a petnl1ed fish tall, but embedded m too I fl t' ""·lh d' b d b  d b . . . . .  ec IOn""'L . e or mary ray commences, y a re an; ut cerme m the tube it is boiled at a temperature of about 180' large a rock for him to carry. He has often urged me to go th d l' "t d' t t t l  
. 

fl t' f th . . . . . e secon llUl , correspon mg .0 0 a re ec IOn 0 e ex-
to expel the aIr and to make it purer. The air is exhausted With him and get It. I finally went, and to my astolllshment t d' . th t f th fi ld f .. th . . raor mary ray, IS rown ou 0 e e 0 VISIOn; e 
from the barometric tube by means of an air pump. Regular found that he had discovered a very fine Impression of a angular va lue of the polarized field is thus increased. The observations are made with the instrument at the Kew Ob- palm leaf, and I soon found three other perfectly printed increase of field, the angular separation of the only colored 
servatory under the surveillance of Mr. Whipple, who con- leaves of the same variety. The leaves were of enormous b d d th d' t' f 't b I t th . 

f . . . . . .  an , an e Hec IOn 0 I S ases, norma 0 e aXIS, are 
siders the apparatus to be a scientific instrument 0 the Size, the nbs dlVergmg from the baee Just hke

. 
palm fans, I't' t 1 . t d . t . . .. . qua I leS 0 le apprecla·c ln cer am cases. 

greatest precision. but upon a very much larger scale. The \lE\tnfiated size o f  
.. f .  1 __ 

TAGUAN FLYING SQUIRREL. 
The beautiful and active group of animals of which the 

English squirrel is so familiar an example, are found in 
almost every portion of the globe, 
and, with one or two exceptions, 
live almost exclusively among the 
branches of trees. In order to en
able them to maintain a firm clasp 
upon the branches and bark, they 
are furnished with long, finger
like toes upon the fore-feet, which 
are armed with sharp curved 
claws. 

In the flying squirrels, of whi�h 
the taguan is a glJod example, the 
skin of the flanks is modified in a 
method similar to that which has 
already been noticed in the petaur
ists of Australia and the colJlgo of 
Java. 

This skin is so largely de
veloped, that when the animal is 
sitting at its ease, its paws but just 
appear from under the soft folds of 
the delicate and fur-clad mem
brane. 

When the creature intends to make 
one of its marvelous leaps, it 
stretches all its four limbs to their 
fullest extent, and is upborne 
through the air on the parachute
like expanswn which extends along 
its sides. This animal is a native of 
India, where it is tolerably com
mon. 

It is rather a large species, as its 
total length is nearly three feet, the 
tail occupying about one foot eight 
inches, measured to the extTemity 
of the long hairs with which it is 
so thickly clothed. The general 
color of this animal is a clear chest
nut, deepening into brown on the 
back, and becoming more ruddy on 
the sides. The little pointed ears 
are covered with short and soft fur 
of a delicate brown, and the tail is 
heavily clad with bushy hairs, gray
ish black on the basal portions of 
that member, and sooty-black to
ward the extremity. The para
chute membrane is delicately thin, 
scarcely thicker than ordinary writ
ing paper, when it is stretched to its 
utmost, and is covered with hair on 
both its surfaces, the fur of the 
upper side being chestnut, and that 
of the lower surface nearly white. 
A stripe of grayish-black hairs marks 
the edge of the membrane, and the 
entire abdomen of the animal, to-

one leaf, calculated from reliable data furnished by the ratio 
of divergence, is found to be eight feet long by six feet 
wide." Mr . •  T ohnson also found several sections of palm tree 
trunks, one of which he brought to the Gazette office, to-

TAG U AN FLYING SQ UIRREL.-pteromys Petaurista. 

Spread of Disease by Earth_orins. 

Recent researches uy M. Pasteur appear to throw consid
erable light on the origin of anthrax, or splenib fever, and 

allied diseases, which attack cattle, 
sheep, etc. When an, animal dies 
of anthrax it is not j.mcommonly 
buried on the spot. The conditions 
of putrefaction prove, fa tal to the 
small parasitic organi$m, or baeteri
dium., which is abuqdant in the 
blood at death. The gas given off 
causes it to break up into dead and 
harmless granulations. But before 
this can occur not a little of the 
blood and humors of tbe body have 
escaped into the ground about the 
carcass, and here the parasite is in 
an aerated medium favorable to the 
formation of germs. These corpus
cular germs M. Pasteur has found 
in the soil, in a state of latent life, 
months and years after the carcass 
was buried; and by inoculation of 
guinea pigs with them, has pro
duced anthrax and death. Now, 
it is specially notable that such 
germs have been met with in the 
earth at the surface above the place 
of burial, as well as near the body. 
The question arises: How came they 

there? And it would appear that 
earthworms are the agents of con
veyance. In the small earth cylin
ders, of fine particles, which these 
creatures bring to the surface and 
deposit after the dews of morning 
or after rain, one finds, besides a host 
of other germs, the germs of a�
thrax. (The same process was 
proved also by direct experiment. 
worms kept in ground with which 
bacteridium. spores had been mixed 
were killed after a few days, and 
many of the spores were found in 
the earth cylinders in their intes
tines.) The dust of this earth, after 
the cylinders have been disaggre
gated by rain, gets blown about on 
the neighboring plants, and the ani
mals eating these thus receive the 
germs into their system. It is sug
gested that possibly other disease 
germs, not less harmless to worms, 
but ready to cause disease in the 
proper animals, may be in like man
ner C�)ll veyed to the surface in ceme
teries. This would furnish a fresh 
argument for cremation. The prac
tical inference as to anthrax is, that 
animals which have died of this 
should not be buried in fields de-

get.her with the throat and the 
breast, is covered with beautiful silvery grayish-white 
fur. 

voted to crops or pasturage, but 
gether with the impressions of the le�wes.-Colo1·ado Springs ) (wherever possible ) in sandy, calcareous ground, poor and 
Gazette. dry-unsuitable, in a word, for worms. 
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Sharks in Ne_ York Bay. A North Carolina Industry. 

A remarkable school of sharks was recently met with be- During recent years the collection of medicinal and other 
tween tbe Narrows and Bay Ridge shore, in the lower part plants has become a large and profitable industry in North 
of New York Harbor. According to the story of Captain Carolina. The trade centers at Statesville,where an enter
Alec Robertson, a well known fisherman of Fort Hamilton, prising finn have established one of the largest botanical 
there were thousands of them. His attention was first at- depots in the world. Their stock compIises 1,700 varieties 
tracted to a dark spot in the water, moving toward the Long of roots, herbs, barks, seeds, flowers, and m..o�ses, and all 
Island shore, and expanding rapidly. On sailing for the SOI'tS of plants for herbariums, some of them peculiar to the 
spo� he suddenly dis�overed that it wa�:a school of shark;s' l flora of the State, and other� �ound more abundantly there 
whICh snapped angnly at the boat' s Sides, and lashed the I than elsewhere. The quantities· now on hand vary from 50 

water into a foam. One fish, larger than the rest, leaped to 35,000 pounds of eacb kind. They pay the collectors 
toward the stern and crushed the back strip and rudder be- either in cash or goods, .aud last year they disposed in this 
tween its jaws. It appeared to be fully ten feet in length. way of $400,000 worth of merchandise. Their warehouses 
The water seemed alive with black fins, which darted in all 'ji,.have 270,000 sqnare feet of flooring, which will give an idea 
directions. George Morris and J obn Haffey, the compan- of their capacity for storage of the products they are collect-
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.. It' •• 
To Moisten the Air in Cotton MIUs. 

A device for moistening the air in cotton mills is suggested 
by Mr. L, E. Bicknell, of West Cummington, Mass., in a 
communication dated July 1. It consists of a line of steam 
pipes running under the rows of looms, with perforations 
under each loom. The pipes should be laid in grooves in 
tbe floor to prevent tripping, and should be laid upon asbes
tos paper to prevent the overheating of the floor. Under 
each loom the steam pJpe should· carry a perforated slide or' 
sleeve, with holes corresponding with those in the pipe, by 
means of which the jets. of steam could be regulated. The 
rising steam would act directly upon the extended warp 
above, and afterward by diffusion would secure that humid
ity of atJ;nosphere essential to tbe satisfactory working of 
cotton mills. 
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Am.erican Celllents. I ProCessor Kirchhoff's Views on Connecting Light- I "Finally, I would mention two cases of lightning striking 
At the recent convention of the American Society of 

I 
ning Rods witb Gas and Water Pipes. rods closely united with the gas and wat2r pipes. The first 

Civil Engineers, an interesting paper on American natural The city gas company of Berlin, having expressed the happaned in Dusseldorf, July 23. 1878, on the new Art 
cements was read by Mr. F. O. Norton, from which we fear that gas pipes may be injured by lightning passing Academy; the other August 19, last year, at Steglitz. In 
condense the following: down a rod that is connected with the pipes, Professor both cases the lightning rod, the buildings, and the pipes 

'The principal deposit of the magnesian limestone produc- Kirchhoff has published the following reply: were uninjured."-Deutschen Bauzeitung. 

ing a cement possessing hydraulic energy occurs in the town " As the erection of lightning rods is older than the sys- 4 4 ........ _�-
of Rosenda]il, Ulster Co>, New York. It was first brought tem of gas and water pipes as they now exist in nearly all A Sea-going Stealll Pilot Boat. 

into use about the year 1823, in the construction of the locks i large cities, we find scarcely anything in early literature in Unlike the Pilot Commissioners of New York and New 
and other masonry of the Delaware and Hudson Canal, which' regard to connecting the elrth end of lightning rods with Jersey, the Baltimore Pilots' Association have taken kindly 
passes through that county. Its production has gradually > the�e metallic pipes, and in modern times most manufac- to the use of steam pilot boats, and are having built for their 
increased until there are now made from one million to one. turers -of lightning rods, when putting them up, pay no use afirst>rate sea-going steamer. The new vessel is intended 
million and a half barrels in each season, of about eight to . attention to pipes in or near the building that is to be pro- to carry sea pilots, with fuel, stores, and accommodations 
nine months, or during the period of navigation on the tected." for a month's cruise. The hull will be of iron, with close 
Hudson River between Rondout and New York. It is the Kirchhoff is of the opinion, supported by the vie" s of a iron- btU warks at each end, and, with iron siding, forming a 
chief industry of a large section of country, its reputation series of professional authorities, that the frequent recent quarter deck for about 68 feet of the middle run of the boat. 
is extended, and it is sold in most of the large markets of cases of injury from lightning to buildings that had been I The quarter deck will stand 3%, feet above the main deck, 
the United States. protected for years by their rods, are due to a neglect of which will extend about 30 feet from the stem and 20 feet 

There has been a general impression that the use of a very these large masses of metal. from the stern. Both the main and quarter decks will have 
small amount of water in mixing cement gave greater re- The Nicolai Church, in Greifswald, has been frequently iron deck beams, and will consist of heavy pine deck stuff. 
suIting strength than when sufficient water was used to form struck by lightning, but was protected fl�9m injury by its The pilot house and captain's room will be on the quarter 
a paste of the consistency of stiff mortar. The tests recorded rods. In 1876, however, lightning struek the tower and set deck, where the boarding yawls will be carried. The length 
prove that the dry mixture does give decidedly higher ten- it on fire. A few weeks before the church had had gas will be 113 feet between main po�ts, and 1227:1 feet over all; 
sile strength in twenty-four hours after mixture, and that it pipes put in it. No one seems to have thought that the extreme moulded beam, 23 feet; depth. 12%, feet; from base 
continues to be stronger than the stiff mortar for some three new masses of metal which had been brought into the line to the top of quarter deck, 18 feet. There will be one 
months. But after that time the reverse becomes true; the church could have any effect on the course of the lightning, iron athwartship collision bulkhead -As inch iron, braced, 
curve of strength of the stiff mortar rises to and passes above otherwise the lightning rods would have been connected and one forward of the boiler. Coal bunkers on either 
that of the drymixture, and the strength of the cement mixed with the gas pipes, or the earth connectiollt been prolonged side of the boiler hold 40 tons each. Below the quarter deck 
as a stiff mortar continues greater than that mixed with very to proximity with the pipe. will be the main cabin, with 20 sleeping berths, wash room, 
little water, and this is the case continuously thereafter. A similar �-ircumstance occurred in the Nicolai Church in mess room, kitchen, pantry, chief-engineer's room, and store 

The strength of Portland cement, unmixed with sand, is, Strahmnd. The lig-htning destroyed the rod in many places, rooms. The forecastle will contain 10 bunks, store rooms, 
of course, very great. It develops a large proportion of its although it received several strokes in 1856, and conducted etc. The vessel will be heated throughout by steam. She 
ultimate strength in the first seven days, say from one>ha:if them ,.safely to the earth. Here, too, the cause of injury will have two masts, schooner-rigged, two 17 foot yawls, 
to two-thirds. was in the neglect of the gas pipes, which were first laid in two 1,000 gallon water tanks, three anchors of 800, 500, and 

Rosendale cement of the best qualities fievelops great the neighborhood of the church in 1859, shortly before the 175 pounds weight, 1 20 fathoms chain cable, and a p ump 
hydraulic energy in twenty-four hours, being at. that time lightning struck it. The injury done to the schoolhouse in brake windlass. 
equal to the Portland. The Portland then gains very rap- Elmshorn, in 1876, and on the St. Lawrence Church, at Itze- The machinery will consist of an inverted direct-acting 
idly upon it up to seven days, the difference between the hoe, in 1877, both buildings being provided with rods, could compound engine, with 22 and 36 inch cylinders, 26 inches 
two then being the greatest; at the end of a month, how- have been avoided if the rods had been connected with the stroke, fitted with tubular surface condenser, and air, feed, 
ever, the strength of the Rosendale cement begins to ap- adjacent gas pipeR. bilge, and circulating pumps, one cylindrical return tubular 
proach nearer to that of the Portland, and the difference be· "If it were possible," says Kirchhoff, "to make the earth boiler, to carry a working pressure of 70 pounds of steam to 
tween the two seems to be continually reduced after that connection so large that the resistance which the electric the square inch, an independent feed pump to supply boilers, 
time, this referring to mixtures of pure cement. current meets with when it leaves the metallic conducting wash decks, fire service, etc. 

For practical purposes, however, neither of the cements surface of the rod to enter tbe moist earth, or earth water, This pioneer sea-going pilot steamer is now building at 
is generally used without an admixture of sand. The ad- would be zero, then it would be unnecessary to connect the Wilmington, Del., by the Harlan and Hollingsworth Com
dition of sand to Portland cement reduces its strength rapidly. rods with the gas and water pipes. We are not able, even pany. 

CLOTHING IN ITS RELATION TO HEALTH. This reduction of strength is, in round numbers, as fol- at immense expense, to make the earth connections so large 
lows: One part of sand gives mortar one-half as strong as as to compete with the conducting power of metallic gas 
pure cement; two parts, one-third; three parts, one-fourth; and water pipes, the total length of which is frequently The ideas and scie�tific views of �rof. Dr. �ustave Jaege�, 
four parts, one-fifth; five parts, one-sixth. many miles, and the surface in contact with the moist earth of Stuttgart, re�ardmg th� pro�ertIes of alll�al

.
wool, ga�n 

This reduction of strength of Rosendale cement by the ad- is thousands of square miles. Hence the electric current: more and more m populanty WIth German
. 
SCIentIsts, and m 

mixture of sand seems to be somewhat less. The strength prefers for its discharge the extensive net of the system· one of the la:est numbers of t
.
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.
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of the mortar of Portland cement in the proportion of one of
' 

pipes to that of the earth connection of the> rods, and (HomeopathIc Monthly), WhIC� �ppears 
.�

n
. 

Stuttgart, Dr. 

of cement to two of sand is, at the end of six months, say tbis alone is the cause of the lightning leaving its own con- E. Schlegel, a well known phYSICIan of Tubmgen, has pub-

224 pounds to the square inch. The strength of a mortar of ductor. " lishe� an essay, in which he speaks of Professor Jaeger's 
Rosendale cement in the proportion of one of cement to one Regarding the fear that gas and water pipes could be in- theones as follows: 
of sand is, at the end of six months, say 257 pounds to the jured, the author says: Among the discoveries that have been made during the 
square inch. "I know of no case where lightning has destroyed a last few years in medical science, some facts brought to 

light by Dr. Gustave Jaeger regarding the amount of water Careful experiments made by General Gillmore, and pub- gas 01' water pipe which was connected wit,h the lightning 
lished in the appendix to the last edition of his treatise on rod. but I do know cases already in which the pipes were contained in the human body may prove to be of the utmost 

.. Limes, Hydraulic Cements, and Mortars," give the quanti- destroyed by lightning because they were not connected importance. In his paper concerning" 'The resistibility of 
tics of mortar produced from the mixture of cement, sand, with it. the human hody against epidemic diseases and the power of 
and water, in various proportions, and using different kinds "In May, 1809, lightning struck the rod on Count Von constitution," * Professor Jaeger has proved that the spe
of cement. Adopting these results, and assuming the cost Seefeld's castle, and sprang from it to a small water pipe, cific gravity of several individuals is very different, and that 
of the Rosendale cement at $1.10 per barrel, and the best which was about eighty meters from the end of the rod, and the state of the health of those individuals is closely con
English Portland at $3 per barrel (the market prices, May, it. Another case happened in Basel, July 9, 1849. nected with their specific gravity. 'The greater the weight 
1880), and the cost of sand at 5 cents per banel, we find In a violent shower one stroke of lightning followed the of the human body in comparison to the space which it occu
that a mortar of Portlanrl cement, in the proportions of one rod on a house down into the earth, then jumped from it to pies, i. e., the greater its specific gravity, the more it is able 
of cement to two of sand, will cost per barrel $ 1.22. a city water pipe, a meter distant, made of cast iron. It to resist epidemic diseases. Persons of a low specific grav-

We also find that a mortar of Rosendale cement, in the destroyed several lengths of pipe, which were packed at the it y are taken ill from very ipsignificant causes, such as a 
proportions of one of cement to one of sand, will cost 68 joints with pitch and hemp. A third case, which was re- cold, and are very susceptible to contagious diseases. Such 
cents per barrel. lated to me by Professor Helmholtz, occurred last year in persons ha>le usually a certain fullness of body, and are even 

Summarizing the comparison, we find that a mortar of Gratz. Then, too, the lightning left the rod and sprang over corpulent, but just that which gives them a great size is use
Rosendale cement, in the proportions of one of cement to to the city gas pipes; even a gas explosion is said to have less ballast, namely, fat and water. These �ubstances en
OIie of sand, has a tensile strength of 257 pounds to the resulted. dow the heaviest bodies with a comparatively low specific 
square inch, and costs 63 cents per barrel; and that a mor- "In all three cases the rods were not connected with the gravity, giving at the same time to the constitution little 
tar of foreign Portland cement, in the proportion of one of pipes. If they had been connected the mechanical effect of power of resistance. 

cement to two of sand, h;.s a tensile strength of 2 24 pounds lightning on the metallic pipes would have been null in the Very different is the case with bodies of high specific 
to the square inch, and costs $1.22 per barrel. first and third cases, and in the second the damage would gravity. Here neither fat nor water is superabundant, the 

Therefore, the mortar of Rosendale cement, one to one, iA have been slight. If the water pipes in Basel had becn flesh feels solid, and the bodily constitution possesses a high 
power of resistance. Professor Jaeger has investigated these 

34 pounds per square inch stronger, and 54 cents per barrel joined with lead instead of pitch, no mechanical effect 
less expensive, than a mortar of foreign Portland cement could have been produced. differences of constitutional resistibility by comparing the 

one to two. 
specific gravity of a number of persons with their state of "The mechanical effect of an electrical discharge is health. An accumulation of water in the tissues of the body 'This seems to show that for all uses which will be served greatest where the electric fluid springs from one body to he calls "Hydrostasis chronica," an expression which, as by a mortar of the tensile strength of 257 pounds per square another. The wider this jump the more powerful is the the whole discovery itself, reminds us of the teachings of inch, the Rosendale cement is economical. mechanical effect. The electrical discharge of a thunder 

The remaining qnestion is, whether this mortar of Rosen- cloud upon the point of a lightning rod may melt or bend the homeopathist Von G];auvogel respecting hydrogenoid 
dale cement, one to one, is strong enough for the practical it, while the rod itsclf remains uninjured. If the conductor, constitutions, while the theory that a chronic accumulation 

of water in the budy is the cause of many sicknesses is in purpostls to which it may generally be applied. however, is insuffieient to receive and carry off the charge perfect accord with the "tlykosis " described hy HahneThe facts which answer this question are t.hat for>fifty years of electricity, it will leap from the conductor to another mann, and afterward by Wolf. past, and up to within a very short time, all the >important body. Where the lightning leaves the conductor its me-
> .  thO t 1 b l 'd 'th A . h '  1 ff t . . t d th t th d '  t The investigations and measurements of Jaeger are of an masonry In IS coun ry laS een at WI mencan c anlca e ec IS agam exer e ,so a e ro IS orn, . . 

t Th t f t'fi t' th t th C t meltod. or bent. S t ' th t t f th b d h' h entIrely new date, and we would not mentIOn them here had cemen . e grea or I ca IOns on e coas , e ro on L > 0, 00, IS a spo 0 e 0 y on w IC . .  . 
aqueduct, the Boston aqueducts, hath old and new, all the it leaps. I 

not thIS du;covery proved to be of the hIghest value for hy-

government dry docks, the lighthouses, the locks, culverts, "In the examples above given it was a lead pipe in the giene, and had not the c?nclusions of Professor Jaeger al

and aqueducts on the Erie and otber canals; all the masonry first case, a gas pipe in the last case, to which the lightning read� �een corrohorated III a most r�markab�e manner. 
f '1 d b 'd . d t d 1 t th f 1 d h 't I ft th d d h' h d t d If It IS true, namely, that the speCIfic graVIty of the body o ra! roa n ges, 'VIa uc s, an cu ver s, e sewers 0 eape w en 1 e e ro ,an w IC were es roye . .' h f . '� . 'b'l' f d' d ' . . 

't' th f k h d d f S h '  . . " t t d . l' ht . d IS t e measure 0 Its reslstl I Ity 0 IHease, an If It IS aISo our CI les,. e masonry 0 our gas wor s, many un re s 0 uc IllJurks 0 wa er an gas pIpes near Ig lllng ro s . .  . . . .  
miles of wrought iron water pipe lined and laid in cement; must certainly be quite frequent. It would be desirable to true that few bodIes have thIS resIstIbIlIty, bec�use o� an 
the>mills and mill dams in various localities; hi fact, nearly bring them to light, so as t.o obtain proof that it is more ad- overabundance of fat and water, the� the �uestIOn anses, 
all the masonry built under water and out of water in the vantao-eous, both for the rods and the buiJdinO' which it pro- Have we any means o� coun.terbalancIllg thIS su�erabund
United States up to within a few years has been constructed tects, �s well as for the gas and water pipes� to have both ance and therewith heightenIllg the specific graVIty? The 
with American cement. 

. 
i intimately connected. * " &uchellschutz und Constitutiollskraft." 
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